AbstractÐThe image registration problem of finding a mapping that matches data from multiple cameras is computationally intensive. Current solutions to this problem [3] , [4] , [5] tolerate Gaussian noise, but are unable to perform the underlying global optimization computation in real time. This paper expands these approaches to other noise models and proposes the Terminal Repeller Unconstrained Subenergy Tunneling (TRUST) method, originally introduced by Cetin et al. [7] , as an appropriate global optimization method for image registration. TRUST avoids local minima entrapment, without resorting to exhaustive search by using subenergytunneling and terminal repellers. The TRUST method applied to the registration problem shows good convergence results to the global minimum. Experimental results show TRUST to be more computationally efficient than either tabu search or genetic algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
A UTOMATED control systems react to the environment through the data provided by the sensors. Hence, the transformation of imprecise sensor data into a reliable and timely model of the environment is an important and challenging problem. In particular, systems with multiple sensors (as in Fig. 1 ) must fuse data from individual sensors to interpret it correctly. The past 10 years have seen extensive research in methods for fusing various types of sensor data [5] . Since real life sensor data contains noise, has finite accuracy and limited dependability, implementing multisensor systems is challenging, and often is significantly more difficult than single sensor systems.
In autonomous systems with more than one sensor input, such as a stereo vision, the ability to correlate and calibrate readings from both sensors is important for a number of tasks. Image registration refers to finding a function that maps one image, the observed image, onto another image, the reference image. This step is sometimes referred to as image correlation. To avoid confusion, we prefer the term registration, since the former has a more general meaning in the area of signal processing [10] , [13] . Surveys of image registration can be found in [5] , [6] , [9] . Our previous work [3] , [4] , [5] on image registration formulated it in terms of a global optimization problem where images are matched using pixel information. This approach is justified since high-level features may not always be present and image noise is best modeled at the pixel level. We have previously explored the use of genetic algorithms [3] , tabu search [5] , and simulated annealing [4] as global optimization paradigms for image registration. Unfortunately, these approaches are all computationally intensive, making them unsuitable for real-time applications. Registering sensor images in real time requires a new technique.
In this paper, we propose an efficient global optimization technique for image registration based on the Terminal Repeller Unconstrained Subenergy Tunneling (TRUST) technique proposed by Cetin et al. [7] (and generalized to lower semicontinuous functions by Baren et al. [1] , [2] ). We formulate the registration problem as a global optimization problem to be solved by TRUST, which avoids both local minima entrapment and exhaustive search. In particular, TRUST uses subenergy-tunneling and terminal repellers techniques to converge to the global minimum. We present a detailed analysis of TRUST's implementation for registering images along with examples. Our experimental results show the search time required by TRUST to be much lower than for other methods, such as tabu search and genetic algorithms. The main advantage of this approach over our earlier efforts [3] , [4] , [5] is its increased computational efficiency. We also further address the basic issues of limited accuracy and image corruption with noise by discussing the use of this approach under multiple noise models. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of image registration, a statement of the problem, and functions which can be used in the optimization problem. The TRUST technique and details of its operation are presented in Section 3. An approach to image registration based on TRUST is presented in Section 4. Experimental results of the proposed algorithm are given in Section 5.
IMAGE REGISTRATION
Multiple sensor systems receive readings from different positions and orientations as in Fig. 1 . To fuse multiple sensor readings, they must first be registered into a common coordinate system. Thus, image registration has been the focus of a number of studies over the past decades [4] , [5] , [6] , [9] . Here, we consider only two-dimensional images without occlusion and projection effects, although the method proposed could easily be extended to account for projection. The class of transformations considered is gruences (translation and rotation). An addition of scaling would make the class of transformations include all affine transformations. The survey in [5] discusses registration methods that have been proposed for use with other transformations. Occlusion and projection would require a higher-level knowledge of the scene structure and interpretation of the sensor data before registration. It is doubtful that this type of interpretation is feasible in real time.
Given two overlapped sensor readings as shown in Fig. 2 , we wish to find the position and orientation of the second sensor relative to the first sensor. F is a function that maps a reading of sensor 2 to a reading of sensor 1. Sensor 1, represented by a function S 1 x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n , returns scalar values within a finite range of x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n . Similarly, sensor 2 corresponds to the function
If F is the mapping function, and sensors 1 and 2 are free of noise, we have [5] :
In practice, this equation is almost never exactly satisfied since sensor readings are corrupted by noise and measurement error. In Section 2.2, we utilize this equation to derive a fitness function (objective function) that provides a metric for global optimization.
Problem Statement
The problem addressed in this paper was originally posed in [3] : Given two noisy overlapping sensor readings, compute the optimal gruence (i.e., translation and rotation) which maps one to the other. The sensors return twodimensional gray level data from the same environment. Both sensors have identical geometric characteristics. The sensors cover circular regions such that the two readings overlap. Since the size, position, and orientation of the overlaps are unknown, traditional image processing techniques are unsuited to solving the problem. For example, the method of using moments of a region is useless in this context [10] , [13] . Readings from sensors 1 and 2 are both corrupted with noise. In [3] , [5] , we use a Gaussian noise model to derive the fitness function since it is applicable to a large number of real-world problems. It is also the limiting case when a large number of independent sources of error exist. Our goal is to find the optimal parameters x T ; y T ; which define the relative position and orientation of the two sensor readings. The search space is a three-dimensional vector space defined by these parameters, where a point is denoted by the vector w x T ; y T ;
T . Fig. 3 shows the transformation between the two images given (2.2):
Fitness Function
When noise in the sensor data has a Gaussian distribution, we have derived the fitness function in (2. This function has been shown to reflect the problem adequately when the noise at each pixel follows a Gaussian distribution of uniform variance. In our experiments, this is not strictly true. The gray scale is limited to 256 discrete values. Because of this, when the gray-scale value is 0 (255) the noise is limited to positive (negative) values. For large intersections, however, this factor is not significant. Equation (2.3) is derived by separating the sensor reading into information and additive noise components. This means the fitness function is made up of two components: 1) lack of fit and 2) stochastic noise. The lack of fit component has a unique minimum when the two images have the same gray-scale values in the overlap (i.e., when they are correctly registered). The noise component follows a Chi-squared distribution, whose expected value is proportional to the number of pixels in the region where the two sensor readings intersect. Dividing the difference squared by the cardinality of the overlap, we make the expected value of the noise factor constant. Dividing by the cardinality squared favors large intersections. For a more detailed explanation of this derivation, see [3] , [4] , [5] .
Other A similar function can be derived for uniform noise by using the expected value EU 1 À U 2 2 of the squared difference of two uniform variables U 1 and U 2 . An appropriate fitness function is then given by (2.5):
For the rest of this paper, we use (2.3). Depending upon the noise present in the sensor data, another function may be more appropriate.
In optimization literature, the function to be optimized is often called the objective function [1] , [2] , [7] . In this problem, we seek the mapping that minimizes the value given by the fitness function (2.3). The term fitness function is used in genetic algorithms literature [3] , [4] , [5] , [12] in a manner similar to the use of objective function in optimization literature. Mappings are defined by (2.2), which is an affine transform without scaling. Given two sensor readings and a mapping, the value of the fitness function (2.3) is welldefined. Therefore, we seek the values of x T ; y T , and that provide the globally minimal value for (2.3). For this reason, the terms objective function and fitness function will be used interchangeably in the rest of this paper.
TRUST METHOD
The global minimization problem can be stated as follows: Given a function f over some (possibly vector valued) domain D, compute
Usually, but not necessarily, f is assumed to be continuous and differentiable.
One strategy for global minimum determination is shown in Fig. 4 . Given an initial starting position in the search space, we find the local minimum closest to this value. This can be done using gradient descent or a probabilistic search [8] , such as genetic algorithms and simulated annealing. Once a local minimum is found, it is reasonable to assume that it is not globally optimal. Therefore, we attempt to escape the local basin of attraction.
Global optimization research concentrates on finding methods for escaping the basin of attraction of a local minimum. Often, the halting condition is difficult to determine. This means there is a trade-off between accepting a local minimum as the solution and performing an exhaustive search of the state space. In certain cases, global optimization can become prohibitively expensive when the search space has a large number of dimensions. Thus, there is a natural trade-off between solution accuracy and the time spent searching. Additionally, if an analytic form of the cost function is unknown, as is typically the case, then this problem is more pronounced. In general, the following characteristics are desirable in a global optimization method:
. Avoid entrapment in local minimum basins. . Avoid performing an exhaustive search on the state space. . Minimize the number of object function evaluations. . Have a clearly defined stopping criteria. In practice, a good global optimization method judiciously balances these conflicting goals.
A number of approaches have been proposed for solving global optimization problems (see references in [2] ). For registration, we have explored the use of genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, tabu search, and artificial neural networks [3] , [4] . Here, we show improved performance using the TRUST method.
Convergence Properties
The TRUST method [2] , [7] is a deterministic global optimization method, which avoids local minima entrapment and exhaustive search. This method defines a dynamic system that uses two concepts: subenergy tunneling and non-Lipschitz terminal repellers to avoid being stuck in local minima. TRUST makes the following assumptions about the cost function f and its domain D [1]: where
is the Jacobian matrix given by
In contrast with the conventional tunneling approach [14] , tunneling is performed in TRUST by transforming the function f into a new function Ex x; x x Ã with similar extrema properties such that the current local minimum of f at some value x x Ã is a global maximum of Ex x; x x Ã . A value of f strictly less than fx x Ã is then found by applying gradient descent. The general algorithm is as follows:
1. Use a gradient descent method to find a local minimum at x x Ã . 2. Transform f into the following virtual objective function
and E sub is the subenergy tunneling term and is used to isolate the function range of f less than the functional value fx Ã . E rep is the terminal repeller term and is used to guide the search in the next step. In this term, uy is the Heaviside function. Note that Ex; x Ã is a well-defined function with a global maximum at x Ã . 3. Apply gradient descent to Ex; x Ã . This yields the dynamical system
An equilibrium state of (3.5) is a local minimum of Ex; x Ã , which in turn, is a local or global minimum of the original function f. 
Until the search boundaries are reached, repeat
Step 2 with the new local minima found in Step 3 as the initial extrema. Complete theoretical development of E sub and E rep , including a discussion of terminal repeller dynamics, can be found in Barhen and Protopopescu [1] .
Convergence and Computational Properties
In the one-dimensional case, TRUST guarantees convergence to the globally optimal value. The reason for this is: The transformation of f into Ex; x Ã and subsequent gradient descent search generates monotonically decreasing minimal values of f (see Figs. 5 and 6). This behavior is a result of the compactness of the domain D (for details, see [1] . When the last local minimum is found and the method attempts to search Ex; x Ã , the difference fx À fx Ã becomes equivalent to the x-axis. Thus, Ex; x Ã E rep x; x Ã , and the subsequent search on this curve will proceed until the endpoints of the domain D are reached.
In the more difficult multidimensional case, there is no theoretical guarantee TRUST will indeed converge to the globally optimal value. To address this problem, Barhen and Protopopescu [1] present two strategies. The first strategy involves augmenting the repeller term E rep with a weight based on the gradient behavior of f (basically, this is the same concept as momentum in conjugate gradient descent). The effect is to guide the gradient descent search in Step 3 to the closest highest ridge value on the surface of Ex; x Ã . The second strategy is to reduce the multidimensional problem into a one-dimensional problem for which TRUST is guaranteed to converge by using hyperspiral embedding from differential geometry. In summary, the characteristics of TRUST that are desirable for image registration include the following:
1. TRUST is computationally efficient in the number of function evaluations made during the convergence process. Usually, the most computationally demanding aspect of global optimization is evaluating the cost function [12] . In Barhen et al. [2] , TRUST was compared to several other global optimization methods and was found to need far fewer function evaluations to converge. 2. Popular methods of eluding local minima basins other than conjugate gradient descent include simulated annealing and genetic algorithms [11] , [12] . Both of these are probabilistic since their entrapment avoidance mechanism requires randomness. TRUST, on the other hand, is deterministic and has a well-defined stopping criteria.
REGISTRATION ALGORITHM
For the registration problem, we seek the optimal parameters X T ; Y T ; that define the correct mapping of sensor 2 to sensor 1. The following is an outline of TRUST applied to image registration:
Algorithm: TRUST-image-Registration Inputs: Two sets of noise corrupted sensor readings s 1 ; s 2 Output: Parameters x, y, and that map of sensor 2 to sensor 1. Procedures:
Step 1: Read in sensor readings s1, s2.
Step Assumptions and approximations described in the algorithm are as follows:
1. The variables X and Y are discrete offsets; is continuous. 2. Three-dimensional problem is reduced to onedimensional case. Namely, for each objective function calculation, the changes to X T ; Y T , and are calculated, respectively. The results in each dimension simulate three multidimensional cases.
3.
The stopping criterion is the border of the search space. X P Xmin; Xmax; Y P Ymin; Ymax, no limit for . The starting point is at the lower corner of the search space Xmin; Ymin; 0. The perturb parameter (") for TRUST is (1,1, 0.01), which is one pixel on X; Y direction and 0.01 degree on . 4. To calculate the partial derivatives with respect to X and Y, five points are taken at one pixel intervals. Three points are taken to approximate the derivative with respect to , at 0.01 degree intervals. The large number of samples increases the computational effort, but it also makes the results less sensitive to noise. 5. The strength parameter (kappa in program) is computed from 1:0=2 1=6 Ã 1 e a sqrtx dot x 2 x dot y 2 x dot theta 2
x dot x : derivative at x direction x dot y : derivative at y direction x dot theta : derivative at 0 direction:
Since we have more than one dimension, the magnitude of E and gradient vectors are taken with the FÐdefined above, the sum of the squares of the elements is 2, so to get the cube root of the magnitude, we take the sixth root. We also use 10; 5; 1; 0:1 in the program. 6. Since x and y are discrete variables, @f=@x; @f=@y are very small, sometimes less than 1. In which case, we change x and y by the sign of @f=@x; @f=@y.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have conducted 76 experiments using TRUST image registration using the synthesized image given by the equation (Fig. 7) :
À40x 45y À 0:003xy 0:02 x 2 À 0:01 y 2 À 20y sin
This image has several periodic and nonperiodic components. In these tests, TRUST showed convergence to the global minimum within the specified parameters. The results show the influence of both the gradient and repeller parts of the algorithm. We have run similar tests on a nonsynthesized image of vegetation, with similar results. We present results using the synthesized image here, in order to allow comparison with our previously published results [3] , [5] .
One-Dimensional Case
In the one-dimensional case, TRUST is guaranteed to find the global minimum of f. We chose to use the rotation parameter for the one-dimensional test. is a continuous variable. Two sensor readings are cut from the terrain image (Figs. 8a and  8b ). Sensor one is centered at (256,256), sensor two is centered at (347,347) with rotation 2.74889 radians (157.5 degrees). In this report, we discuss the use of TRUST to register the data and compare these results with existing data for tabu search [5] and an elitist genetic algorithm [3] .
The parameter values in Table 1 are the best answers found by TRUST. From the results (Table 1 and Fig. 9 ), we can see that TRUST finds local minima and climbs out of their basin of attraction quickly to find the global minimum. The result has been compared to tabu search and elitist genetic algorithm using the same starting position, 0 variance noise and sensor readings (Fig. 14) . After 300 runs, tabu search is not even close to the global minimum. TRUST (Table 4 ) and the elitist genetic (Table 5 ) algorithm have almost the same quality except TRUST has reached its termination criteria. The fact that TRUST has definite termination criteria, increases our confidence that the algorithm has found the global minimum. Table 1 gives the results. is given in degrees. Fig. 9 . Objective function.
Since initially fx
Ã " > fx Ã in the neighborhood of x Ã , the repelling term of TRUST is active. The algorithm climbs out of a valley. The gradient of the objective function is uphill (positive), but the subenergy surface is relatively flat. With the help of a sufficiently large repeller strength , the repeller at x Ã forces the system uphill. This, in turn, forces the system out of the basin of attraction of the local minimum. In Table 1 , the system is in the basin of attraction of the local minimum from 21:579254 to 121:599899. It then enters the basin of attraction of the local minimum located at approximately 65 degrees. The search does not fall into the basin of attraction around 65 degrees, since this basin is more shallow than the one located at -0.76610. The search space remains flattened. The system remains in the repelling phase until it reaches a point where fx < fx Ã . At which point, it has reached a basin of attraction deeper than any already encountered.
In Table 1 , this occurs at approximately 100 degrees. The gradient descent phase becomes active. The algorithm then tries to minimize fx. The system finds a new minimum, and this becomes x Ã . The function value at that point is the new fx Ã . The value of the new fx Ã is less than the previous one. In this example, this occurs from 100 to the global minimum of 164.625298.
After reaching a minimum at 164.625298, the system recommences a cycle of tunneling. This continues until a lower basin of attraction is reached or the upper bound is exceeded. In this example, the upper bound at 2 is exceeded and the algorithm stops.
The stopping criteria of TRUST occur when the bounds of the search space are reached. In this case, 2 is the upper bound. When the system passes this point, the entire search space has been searched. The last local minimum is therefore the global minimum. The gray straight line crosses the image where the best match was found. Fig. 11 shows another path taken, when the sensor 2 was rotated by 100 degrees. These images illustrate the suitability of TRUST for image registration problems. The system moves from starting point 0. It moves faster in the tunneling phase, as shown in the image by there being fewer white dots. During the gradient descent phase, the system moves more slowly and more points are tested. After the global minimum is found, the subenergy surface is flattened from that point until the upper bound is reached. The system re-enters a tunneling phase and quickly reaches the upper bound. In Figs. 10 and 11 , few points are tested after the global minimum is located.
Using the same parameters as in Table 1 , several tests have been run with varying levels of noise. Fig. 12 shows the objective function under various noise levels. As noise increases, so do the objective function values. The increase is faster in regions with lower values. As a result, the objective function surface flattens as noise increases. The minima become less significant and the search becomes more difficult. But as shown in Table 2 , TRUST handles noise well in the one-dimensional case. The search results deviate little even in the presence of sizable amounts of noise. 
Multidimensional Case
The search space in the three-dimensional case is: À255 < x < 255; À255 < y < 255; 0 < < 2. Fig. 13 shows the path taken by TRUST under the conditions given in Table 3 . The line from the center (0,0) goes to bound (255,255) and the search stops. Table 3 and Fig. 15 illustrate the ability of TRUST to find local minima and quickly climb out of their basins of attraction. After 300 iterations, the results of tabu search are not even close to the global minimum. The results from TRUST and Elite Genetic Algorithms are almost identical, except TRUST has concrete stopping criteria that it has satisfied. It has finished examining the search space. We can be more certain that a global minimum has been located.
We have tested TRUST using noise with seven different variances under different conditions. We compare the results with the elitist genetic algorithm. The results in Table 4 use the same parameters as Table 3 , except for the amount of noise. These results are compared with those from an elitist genetic algorithm in Table 5 .
From Tables 4 and 5 , both the elitist genetic algorithm and TRUST can handle noise with a variance of up to 30. The algorithms do not always find the global minima. But the TRUST results show the optimal value can be found even in the presence of large amounts of noise. When the noise reaches levels such as 70, or 90 as shown in Tables 3  and 4 , it obscures the images and it becomes impossible to find the correct answer.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper discussed use of the TRUST method (proposed by Barhen et al. [2] , [7] ) as a deterministic optimization algorithm [3] , [5] * noise level is defined by variance to solve an image-processing problem. TRUST shows very good results in optimizing one-dimensional optimization problems. It approaches optimization by phrasing the problem as a differential equation. It uses terminal repellers to create a subenergy tunneling equation. The subenergy tunneling equation creates a dynamic system, which finds the globally optimal answer. We use TRUST to solve a multidimensional problem, with very encouraging results. TRUST finds globally optimal answers even in the presence of large amounts of noise. This is especially noteworthy since the effect of noise is usually magnified by differentiation. It is possible that the objective function's evaluation of error using a large number of pixels performs an implicit integration, which counteracts this effect.
Though convergence to a global minimum in the multidimensional case has not been proven mathematically, our results indicate that it performs at least as well as elite genetic algorithms. The computation required by TRUST is significantly less than required by genetic algorithms, and it has a well-defined halting criteria. Our previous work [3] , [5] has compared elite genetic algorithms with classic genetic algorithms, tabu search, and simulated annealing, and found the results returned by elite genetic algorithms superior. TRUST was found to work well in the presence of large amounts of noise. . For more information on this or any computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at http://computer.org/publications/dlib.
